ANZPAA : Key Outputs & Achievements

Priority : 1
ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT & CAPABILITY

Delivered quarterly environmental scans that identified emerging issues and the strategic considerations that may impact on police.

Progressed and facilitated collaborative procurement opportunities in ammunition, electronic control devices, police vehicles, saliva drug testing and speed detection equipment.

Priority : 2
OPERATIONAL POLICING PRIORITIES

Identified potential primary risk factors and early warning signs in alcohol and drugs, family violence, and road safety.

Developed and produced scoping and impact assessment reports on alcohol and drugs, family violence, and road safety.

Prepared forecasting reports that identified changes in demand drivers for alcohol and drugs, family violence and road safety in the short to medium term (2-3 years).

Priority : 3
OPERATIONAL POLICING MODELS & APPROACHES

Undertook stocktakes on jurisdictional approaches to alcohol and drugs, family violence, road safety and vulnerable groups.

Identified opportunities for partnerships across policing and with non-policing organisations, focused on prevention and early intervention by police in the areas of alcohol and drugs, family violence, road safety and vulnerable groups.

Facilitated cross-jurisdictional policing responses to road safety initiatives and practices.

Priority : 4
OPERATIONAL WORKFORCE CAPABILITY RESOURCES

Produced a Mental Health and Wellbeing Scoping Report that identified effective health and wellbeing practices for police.

Undertook research on work allocation and optimisation models research to provide insight into approaches used by Australian and New Zealand police jurisdictions.

Revised the Memorandum of Understanding for Application for Outstanding Interstate Warrants and the ANZPAA Guide for Managing Work Health and Safety in Australian Policing (Operational).
30 Access Requests Assessed for the controlled release of ANZPAA Education and Training Products.

Facilitated the ANZPAA Board Planning Forum which set ANZPAA’s new strategic direction.

Developed an agreed governance and business process for future collaborative procurement projects.

Commenced Trial for the transition of the Police Practice Guideline to a Standard.

101 Information Requests Increase of 68%.

5 Education and Training Guidelines Reviewed

- Family and Domestic Violence
- Mental Health
- Forensic Firearms Examinations
- Police Investigation
- Police Supervision

16 Reports Delivered Addressing Aspects of:

- Family Violence
- Road Policing
- Drugs & Alcohol
- Mental Health
- Vulnerable Communities
- Social Cohesion and Disunity

4 Police Training Qualifications Reviewed

- Forensic Firearms (Grad. Cert.)
- Police Investigation (Ad. Dip.)
- Advanced Police Inv. Skill Set
- Police Supervision (Ad. Dip.)

Developed the Communications Charter outlining an agreed communication and engagement model.

Produced and disseminated the Workforce Demographic Report 2016-17.

Commenced a review of the Police Professionalisation Strategy.
In Savings to forensic agencies achieved through the coordinated purchase of proficiency tests.

After the Fact Tests provided to ensure a quality proficiency test for crime scene was delivered.

Australasian Forensic Field Science Accreditation Board re-certifications processed to maintain forensic science standards across multiple disciplines.

An Introductory Guide to Evaluative Reporting developed to standardise and improve evaluative reporting practices in Australia & New Zealand.

Project analysing Australian Proficiency Tests undertaken over a ten-year period to determine error rates and identify opportunities for improvement completed.

Rapid DNA Project progressed to assess the impact of Rapid instruments in police stations.

Parabon Project progressed to assess the ability of new predictive DNA testing within Australian and New Zealand populations.

Partnered with the Australian Federal Police (AFP) to organise the Australasian Forensic Science Summit that developed recommendations for progressing forensic science toward 2030.

Research & Innovation Strategy drafted to provide a strategic approach to investment in forensic science research, development and innovation.

A Guideline to Forensic Fundamentals developed articulating underpinning science requirements for forensic disciplines. Guideline used to assess a number of human based comparative disciplines.

Developed a National Familial DNA Searching policy.